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Context
Today’s workplaces are increasingly digitalized, meaning work can be tracked and managed
via digital tools. These tools generate data that can be useful for analytics and management
purposes. Yet, unfettered access to these data leads to risks for individuals and privacy
concerns. Recent data protection legislation tries to tackle these issues, but it is inadequate.
The idea of inverse transparency [1, 2] is to improve upon existing data protection by giving
individuals more oversight how their data are used. Its core principle is to enable access to data
on a more case-by-case basis, but to monitor all accesses and make them transparent to data
owners. On the one hand, this can help to raise awareness of data usages and better protect
the employee’s personal data, on the other hand it may enable sensible and useful analytics.
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Goal
The goal of this thesis is to apply the principle of inverse transparency in practice in a case study.
That encompasses: (1) Research on the status quo at the industry partner w.r.t. workforce
analytics and available data. (2) Conceptualization of analytics tools that are tailored to concrete
problems of the industry partner. (3) Implementation of exemplary analytics tools with inverse
transparency by design, integrated into the inverse transparency toolchain. (4) Conduct of the
case study at the industry partner (see below).
The case study can be designed in various ways, depending on availability of resources.
One option is to let a set of employees work with the developed analytics tools (see 2–3) in
their daily work and conduct qualitative interviews for analysis. Another option could be focus
sessions in the style of a vignette study, letting employees work with the developed tools in a
guided environment and following up with questions. Other study designs are possible after
consultation with the advisor. Please be aware of some typical misunderstandings about case
studies (see [3, 4]).

This topic requires you to have an industry contact – either through an existing working
relationship (working student etc.) or otherwise. You need to be able to conduct the case study
described above with your industry partner and have the buy-in from their side.
Apply via email and include your relevant previous experience, which industry partner you
work with, and contact details of the supervisor from the side of your industry partner. Attach
to the email a tabular CV, grade report, and any previous scientific works you have written
(seminar papers, bachelor’s thesis, ...).
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